
DemanDing environments
 tailor-maDe
  strength

lorry loaDer

liFt solUtions Can Be FoUnD 
at eDmoliFt 

edmolift’s lorry loader is developed to be used on loading platforms 
for the loading and unloading of vehicles. the lorry loader evens 
out the difference in level between the vehicle and the permanent 
loading platform. the lorry loader is designed and equipped to 
handle the great stresses that result when lorries and other vehicles 
pass over it. the standard model of lorry loader is equipped with: 8 
mm tear plate platform, mechanical stops in the base frame  

reinforcement in the lift table which allows for a wheel pressure of 2 
metric tons driving over it while in the closed position. reinforcement 
that can withstand up to 5 metric tons of wheel pressure is available.  
the lift tables are available in different colours, with a range of 
different accessories or control units – all tailored to the needs 
and requirements of the customer. even more functionality can be 
achieved with the addition of various accessories. a few examples 
of these are the remote hydraulic unit, upper limit position, loading 
flap, self-supporting base frame, rollback stop, inspection cover, 
guard rails and gates 

For further information, see our product leaflet ”accessories”.

With a variety of designs and models, load capacity of between  
2 and 4 metric tons, a lift range from 1 600 mm to 2 000 mm and a lift 
table format up to 3 000 x 2 400 mm, we can offer unique possibilities 
for a large selection of tailor-made solutions for our customers.

at edmolift you can find solutions for all your lifting problems.

ProDUCt FeatUres
 

  load capacity max 4000 kg.
  lift table length from 2500 mm to 3000 mm for the

 standard design.
  Comprehensive accessory program with possibilities

 for tailor-made customer solutions.
  Complies with european safety standard en 1570-1   

 – Ce certified.
  24 v DC control unit and operating device with   

 deadman’s switch.
  iP54 approved electrical system.
  safety spacing between all moving parts.
  overload protection.
  adjustable trap prevention safety trip bars on all four   

 sides of the platform.
  table is equipped with hose burst valves and

 mechanical locks for service and maintenance.
  maintenance-free bearing surface.
  PlC control for easy adaptation for particular

 requirements.
  User manual in 20 different languages.
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 ttv 2 36292    2000  1700   302 2500 1600   27    63 3,0  890
 ttv 2B 36293    2000  1700   302 2500 2000   27    63 3,0 1000
 ttv 2lB 36294    2000  1700   302 3000 2000   27    63 3,0 1085
 ttv 2lXB 36295    2000  1700   302 3000 2400   27    63 3,0 1220

 ttv 4 36296    4000  1600   464 2500 1600   37    43 3,0 1300
 ttv 4B 36297    4000  1600   464 2500 2000   37    43 3,0 1525
 ttv 4lB 36298    4000  1600   464 3000 2000   37    43 3,0 1610
 ttv 4lXB 36299    4000  1600   464 3000 2400   37    43 3,0 1765

lorry loaDer

ProDUCt inFormation

Ce- or type 2B declaration
We construct and manufacture our lift tables and lift trolleys in accordance with the basic requirements in the lift table standards en 1570-1 and the lift trolley stan-
dards ss-en iso 3691-5:2009. We comply with the requirements in accordance with machine, low voltage and the emC directive. the products are delivered after 
being tested with Ce certification and the assurance of agreement or in certain cases the manufacturer’s type 2B declaration.

   Capacity Lift stroke Closed Length Width Lift time Lift time  Weight kg   
 Model Art.no kg mm height mm mm mm sec mm/sec     kW pack. incl Not


